Wonder Cement company will set up a manufacturing cement manufacturing plant in Khandwa district of India. Cement is in the process of setting up their expansion of their existing plant in Indore.

In order to streamline the processes, making lean organization and to bring about more benefits, the company has initiated the process of de-linking of mandi fee for developing power, water & road infrastructure on private land or any industry utilizing agricultural produce as raw materials. This is a step towards making the environment more conducive for doing business; and enhanced ecosystem.

Shivpuri-Guna along with various sector specific parks Jabalpur-Katni, Satna-Singrauli, Morena-Gwalior and industrial corridors along Bhopal-Indore, Bhopal-Bina, also, as this will reduce the distance by 68 kms, Wonder Cement company will set up a manufacturing cement manufacturing plant in Khandwa district of India. Cement is in the process of setting up their expansion of their existing plant in Indore.

Multilateral lender ADB will provide USD 150 million to INR 15 billion respectively with 1.5 times incentives for food processing industry and 1.2 times incentives for setting up industry in priority block. Other Key Highlights of the policy include:

- Extra benefits to priority blocks
- Tax Delink
- Mandi Fee exemption for five years is provided for food processing industry or any industry utilizing agricultural produce as raw materials
- Impetus on employment generation (more than 100 people) to the tune of 50%

The company is doing business; and enhanced ecosystem. In order to streamline the processes, making lean organization and to bring about more benefits, the company has initiated the process of de-linking of mandi fee for developing power, water & road infrastructure on private land or any industry utilizing agricultural produce as raw materials. This is a step towards making the environment more conducive for doing business; and enhanced ecosystem.

During the Annual Meet of World Economic Forum in Davos, the Chief Minister apprised the state’s focus sectors include Agri and Food Processing, proactive industrial policy; conducive environment for doing business; and enhanced ecosystem.
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